Multiple gestation as a marker of reproductive efficacy: learning from assisted reproductive technologies.
This study postulates that apart from the number of embryos transferred, women with multiple gestation represent a subgroup of highly fertile individuals, whose embryos implant with higher efficiency than women with single gestation. Furthermore, each embryo generated from these women has a higher chance of reaching full term. The objective of this study was to compare implantation rate with the outcome of pregnancy (up to week 20) in multiple gestations following assisted reproductive techniques. The study group comprised 162 women with multiple gestation after assisted reproduction, followed prospectively with at least three ultrasound examinations performed between weeks 5 and 20 after the last menstrual period. Control group A comprised 344 fertile women with spontaneous single pregnancy followed with transvaginal ultrasound. Control group B consisted of 317 infertile women conceiving with single gestation after assisted reproduction and followed prospectively as in the study group. Embryo implantation rate and spontaneous embryo/fetal reduction, either partial or total (abortion), were registered in each case. Overall implantation in women with multiple gestation was higher (54.6%) than in the corresponding controls (25.6%). Furthermore, spontaneous embryo/fetus reduction was similar in the study cases and in fertile women (12.6 and 10.8% respectively) and significantly smaller than in the control group B (20.8%). Women with high reproductive efficacy exposed to assisted reproductive techniques generate cohorts of good quality embryos, with a high chance of implantation and of reaching birth.